
Action Planning

So now, we feel pretty confident that our robots can move around in physical space. We know where they
are (localization/mapping and kinematics), and we know how to get where we need to be (path planning
and inverse kinematics). What we don’t know, is what to do when we get there. If we have some task to be
accomplished, what should we manipulate, and how should we do it?

A common example of a task is to make a sandwich. Over here is a pile of bread. Over there is a pile
of cheese. And there are several kinds of meat in that third place. Finally, this is what a meat and cheese
sandwich needs to look like in the end. We know how to do each individual step (like go to the cheese, and
manipulate the arm to pick up a slice), but how can the robot put all of these actions together to accomplish
this task?

And, finally, we have the real-world problem that just because a robot tries to do something, doesn’t
mean it succeeds.

This means, we need to make a plan, take an action, and then watch for failure and re-plan. This gives
us the Sense→Plan→Act loop:

1. Gather information from the sensors

2. Use this information to build a world model

3. Formulate a plan of action to achieve the goal

4. Given the first step in this plan, use a path planner to figure out how to do it

5. Perform the first action in the steps given by the path planner

6. Calculate the kinematics necessary to take that action

7. Take that action

8. Repeat

Let’s look at these steps more closely.

Sensing : We’ve talked a lot about sensing.

World Model : Up until now, our world model has been a robot pose, or a map. In this context, we mean
much more than that. How many pieces of cheese are there? Is the top piece of bread moldy? Depending
on our task, our model may get fairly complicated. We need to be able to completely describe the relevant
parts of the world, in a way that makes it easy to reason. This means we need to build a logic.

A logic is a set of rules describing the statements we make about the world. This is perhaps best
demonstrated with an example. Consider the block world shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Block world
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Our logic in this world will say that blocks can be listed as being on other blocks or table locations, and
can be listed as being clear (nothing on them). Additionally, table locations can either have a block on them,
or can be clear. Let’s say this world can be described with the following statements (known as predicates:

• On(B,A)

• On(A,D)

• On(D,C)

• On(C,1)

• Clear(B)

• Clear(2)

• Clear(3)

If we make the Closed World Assumption, that everything which isn’t said to be true is false, then this
world model is now completely described by the logic.

Let’s also define a goal state using this logic. The goal state could be:

• On(A,B)

• On(B,C)

• On(C,D)

• On(D,1)

• Clear(A)

• Clear(2)

• Clear(3)

Can you draw the world after the goal has been achieved?
The last thing we need to do is define what the robot is capable of doing. Let’s define robot actions with

this statement, which means “move block x from y to z:” move(x,y,z).
Note this action may be complicated. A robot may have to roll along to the proper location, move its

arm in a sequence to be in position and grasp the block, then roll to the next location, and again move its
arm to be in position and let go of the block.

Action Planning So now the question is, what actions need to be taken to achieve our goal? Well, at
each world state, there are a limited number of allowable actions. To describe actions and their results more
fully, we’ll break down each action into three parts: it’s preconditions, what is deleted from the model, and
what is added to the model. For example, consider move(x,y,z). The three parts would be:

• Preconditions: On(x,y)∧Clear(x)∧Clear(z)

• Delete: On(x,y), Clear(z)

• Add: On(x,z), Clear(y)

For example, in our example, move(C,1,3) isn’t allowed, because C isn’t clear, causing it to fail a precon-
dition.

Each allowable action results in an easily-computed new world state (what would the world state be if
we did move(B,A,2) in our example?).

This gives us a graph. World states are vertices, and two vertices are adjacent if a single action can result
in transitioning between those two world states. This graph is very large and may in fact be infinite, but it
is a graph nonetheless.
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And, obviously, graphs can be searched, using BFS/DFS/A*, etc. The resulting path is the plan! Now,
with such a big (possible infinite) graph, we can’t start by generating the graph. We likely can’t store it.
So, we’ll generate it as needed: this is where a best-first search like A* can really help us (though we’d still
likely need to use a cheaper-on-memory version called IDA*).

Once we have a plan, the robot can now begin the lower-level problem of getting to the right place, and
successfully performing the action, which can be solved with techniques we know already.

An Example

Let’s consider a more serious robot example, demonstrated by the Stanford robot Shakey, and its planning
engine STRIPS. In this, Shakey is able to open and close doors, push objects, and move itself. This type of
experiment led to the development of A*, as well as other advances.

Predicates:

• LOCATED(x,l) - x is an object, l is a landmark

• ON(x,t) - x and t are both objects

Initial State:

• LOCATED(Shakey, LM1)

• LOCATED(Table, LM2)

• LOCATED(Block, LM2)

• LOCATED(Ramp, LM3)

• ON(Block, Table)

• ON(Ramp, Floor)

• ON(Table, Floor)

• ON(Shakey, Floor)

Goal State: Any which does not contain ON(Block, Table).

Actions:

Action Preconditions Add Delete

GOTO(Shakey,x,y) LOCATED(Shakey,x) LOCATED(Shakey,y) LOCATED(Shakey,x)
PUSH(x,y,z) LOCATED(Shakey,y)∧ LOCATED(Shakey,z)∧ LOCATED(Shakey,y)∧

LOCATED(x,y)∧ LOCATED(x,z)∧ LOCATED(x,y)∧
ON(Shakey,a)∧ ON(Shakey,floor)∧ ON(Shakey,a)∧
ON(x,a) ON(x,floor) ON(x,a)

DRIVEUP(Shakey,Ramp) LOCATED(Shakey,x)∧ ON(Shakey,Ramp) ON(Shakey,a)
LOCATED(Ramp,x)
ON(Shakey,a)
ON(Ramp,a)

DRIVEON(Shakey,Table) LOCATED(Shakey,x)∧ ON(Shakey,Table) ON(Shakey,Ramp)
LOCATED(Table,x)∧
ON(Shakey,Ramp)
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